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WELCOME!
TO CATALONIA , BARCELONA and CORNELLÀ
Barcelona has the dynamic and open personality so typical of
Mediterranean cities.

The cradle of many cultures and a witness to major transformations.. It is a
City of artists, and the sea breezes mean that Barcelona enjoys a pleasant climate.
Barcelona is the capital of Catalonia. We hope that you like it and that you
can know it a bit better so that some day you can come back. Our nation,
Catalonia, like other nations in the Iberian Peninsula, belongs to the Spanish
State or Spain. We call it a nation due to hundreds of examples and historical
facts that have marked us as a people. Another reason is that we have an own
language, Catalan, and, specially, our wish to become it.

There are two official languages in Catalonia: Catalan and
Spanish, and there are more and more people in the region who
understand and speak English. Spanish is more used than
Catalan in the Barcelona area and surroundings, so if you want to practice the
Castilian language (also called Spanish) you won’t have any problem. According
to law, however, placards are in Catalan and Spanish.
Of course we are going to take advantage of our meeting in Barcelona to
practice the sport that has joined us: trekking , which is developed through the
project “together we make the way...!”
Cornellà de Llobregat, historically marked by its proximity to the
Llobregat river and the city of Barcelona, Cornellà is one of the towns in the
region with more habitants. Despite its development, there are several points of
interest and events. The heritage is starring Palace Can Mercader, within the
magnificent park of the same name, different Modernist buildings such as the
building of water currently Agbar, museum or castle eyed among others. Fair
facilities host numerous thematic exhibitions throughout the year. In the
Auditorium, at his side, major theatrical stagings, Cornellà is internationally
known for its Festival of Clowns.

